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Back to the Future: the World in 

2050

� Surging, Shifting Populations

� Abundance of human capital

� Role of entrepreneurship?

� GEDI & other tools focus GEDI & other tools focus 
investments & policies and 
support integration of 3 
billion to global economy & 
improved standards of living



human ingenuity powers 

growth;

the future of developing 

economies & their human 

capital becomes thecapital becomes the

largest economic and 

social opportunity in history



Purpose of GEDI

Provide a tool to support sustainable

growth & increased standards of living by

measuring the contextual nature of successfulmeasuring the contextual nature of successful

entrepreneurship.



GEDI

Created to capture the 

multidimensional nature of 

entrepreneurship

Employs qualitative as well 

as quantitative measures

Uses institutional and 

individual variables 





Global Entrepreneurship and 

Development Index

3 Sub-Indexes (Building Blocks)

Entrepreneurial Attitudes

Entrepreneurial Activity

Entrepreneurial Aspiration



What sub indexes communicate

Attitude measures society’s basic attitudes toward 

entrepreneurship through education and social 

stability. 

Activity measures what individuals are actually doing Activity measures what individuals are actually doing 

to improve the quality of human resources and 

technological efficiency. 

Aspiration measures how much of the 

entrepreneurial activity is being directed toward 

innovation, high-impact entrepreneurship, and 

globalization. 



More powerful collectively

In an efficiency-driven economy 

(manufacturing) individuals need to be 

encouraged to be entrepreneurs and start 

businesses. businesses. 

In an innovation-driven economy (knowledge-

based economy) some entrepreneurs need to 

create large and successful enterprise



What Holds up the Blocks?What Holds up the Blocks?What Holds up the Blocks?What Holds up the Blocks?

�14 Pillars

�Institutions create incentives

Entrepreneurs create �Entrepreneurs create 

organizations



Jedi Warrior – Killer App



How GEDI differs

�Index of Economic Freedom

�Global Competitiveness Index

�Ease of doing Business

�Global Entrepreneurship Monitor



What GEDI shows

�Where a country stands relative to other 

countries

� The weakest pillar in a country

� The weakest variables in a country



Who is #1 in the 2012 

Global Entrepreneurship & 

Development Index?Development Index?





What we find for 2012

� Drivers of productive entrepreneurship have 

deteriorated globally. On a scale of 0.0-1.0, 

the quality of the drivers declined from 0.67 to 

0.60, about a 10 % drop between 2010 & 

2011. 

� Entrepreneurship has fallen in most countries, 

but less in the U.S.; pushing U.S. to top in 

2012. 

� World as a whole is operating at about 30% of 

its entrepreneurial capacity.



What we find for 2012

In almost all countries high-growth 

entrepreneurship has suffered the most. If we

would focus on improving high impact

entrepreneurial capacity by improvingentrepreneurial capacity by improving

institutions and organization building we could

greatly increase economic growth.



Support for entrepreneurs 

and entrepreneurship 

policy appears to be 

gaining acceptance 

globally

However, a real understanding 

of entrepreneurship (& the 

successful implementation of 

policies that actually support 

and lead to the development of 

high impact firms) is rare



Policy Conclusions

� Stages of development

� Simple measures do not work

� The index tracks well

� Institutions and people both important� Institutions and people both important

� People become more important as we move 

from factor to efficiency to innovation.



Where we are Going in the Future

�Women and Gender

�Philanthropy

Regional GEDI�Regional GEDI





Questions and Comments?

Zoltan Acs

The Global Entrepreneurship & 

Development Institute

zacs@gmu.edu

@gedindex


